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Giving a 30th wedding anniversary speech for your parents may be quite a daunting task all things
considered. This is because these are basically the people closest to us. They have given us birth,
nurtured through the years we were incapable of doing anything on our own, fulfilled our wishes to
the best of their abilities and have remained with us through thick and thin encouraging at every
turn. They give unconditional love and this is the beauty of this relationship. In such a scenario it is
quite natural to turn extremely emotional when you are asked to say something about your best
friends forever.

Couples who have lived thirty years together are fine role models for their children. This is especially
true now when we witness broken relationships at every turn. Give your parents the thumbs up in
your speech for sticking with each other during the ups and downs which life is all about. A 30th
wedding anniversary speech can include all the important milestone in your parentsâ€™ lives and how
you are witnessing their marital happiness through the years. Also include that while the marriage of
your father and mother is a strong case in point regarding happily ever after, this does not mean
they thought only about building relationship with each other.

Describe how being with them has helped your growing years and that the joyous surroundings at
home brought on by a happy marriage have given you strength and a robust support to fall back on
when the going gets tough. They are after all your best friends and just as they stand by each other,
they do the same for you. Whatever thoughts you are out to share with others be completely sincere
in your approach. Never should the listeners feel that you are exaggerating or putting on
embellishments where none exist.

Do not make the speech completely solemn and for that matter do not turn it all into one big farce.
Striking the right balance is what makes the wordings impactful for the listeners. Add humorous
anecdotes and funny situations which bring out the human qualities of your parents. So that they
come out as real person and just not idols you have put up on a pedestal in your heart. Making your
audience laugh and turning them serious at turns along with feeling a host of emotions should be
the target of your 30th anniversary speech.
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